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The grand total of degrees conferred during the 1995-1996 academic year is a record-breaking 1,467 degrees. A total of 1,104 
students (790 undergraduate and 314 graduate and professional) are listed in this commencement program. The candidates for 
undergraduates include 194 Associate in Arts, 36 Bachelor of Applied Science, 9 Bachelor of Health Science, 198 Bachelor of 
Business Administration, 257 Bachelor of Science, 85 Bachelor of Arts, and 11 Bachelor of Social Work. 
In addition to the 1,104 students celebrating their graduation today, 363 students have earned bachelor's degrees through the 
University's program at Tunku Abdul Rahman College in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
Of the graduate and professional candidates, there are 101 Master of Business Administration, 30 Master of Education, 10 Master 
of Arts, 71 Doctor of Pharmacy, and 102 Juris Doctors. Included with the 1,104 candidates being honored today are the 251 
students who completed their degree programs in December 1995 and another 209 who finished in August 1995. The 644 
candidates who completed their requirements this month complete the class of 1996. 
T oday's ceremony marks the 110th graduation exercise of Campbell University. Established in 1887 as an academy with a charter-
class enrollment of sixteen students, Campbell University has developed into a major university that will enroll more than 8,000 
students during 1996 academic year. Students hail from all one-hundred North Carolina counties, fifty states of the United States, 
and forty-three countries of the world. 
Established as a liberal arts college which initially awarded the Associate and Bachelors degrees, the academic program of 
Campbell University was greatly expanded in 1976 when the trustees authorized the establishment of graduate programs in 
education and business and the award of the Master of Education and Master of Business Administration degrees. 
Doctoral programs were authorized by the trustees in 1976 with the establishment of the Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law 
and the award of the Juris Doctor degree. The Doctor of Pharmacy degree was approved in 1985 with the establishment of the 
Campbell University School of Pharmacy and the Doctor of Education degree in 1985 with the organization of the Campbell 
University School of Education. 
The university's newest and sixth school. The Campbell University Divinity School, was established on October 25, 1995 and 
will enroll the charter class in August, 1997. The Divinity School will award the Master of Divinity and Master of Arts degrees. 
Because of the university's strategic location, Campbell provides educational opportunities for service men and women at Military 
Centers located at Fort Bragg, Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina National Guard Center, Seymour-Johnson Air Force Base, 
New River Air Base, and Camp Lejeune. 
In keeping with the university's commitment to global education, Campbell University students regularly enroll in international 
programs in Malaysia, Great Britain, France, Italy and South America. Currently, more than 1,000 students from Malaysia are 
enrolled in Campbell University at Tunku Abdul Rahman College in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
Supported by the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina, Campbell University is committed to the mission of providing its 
students with a Christian world-view and a charge to be "the salt of the earth and the light of the world." Open to all qualified 
students, Campbell's student-body includes persons from more than forty different denominations and faiths. 
The second largest private university in North Carolina and the third largest Baptist university in the world, Campbell University 
is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the American Bar Association, the American Council on 
Pharmaceutical Education, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, North Carolina Department of Public 
Instruction, and the Council on Social Work Education. 
Throughout its 110 year history, Campbell University has been led by three presidents: Dr. James A. Campbell, Dr. Leslie H. 
Campbell, and the current president. Dr. Norman Adrian Wiggins. 
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The Commencement speaker for Campbell University's 110th graduation exercises is Senator Lauch 
Faircloth of Clinton, North Carolina. 
Bom on a farm in the heart of eastern North Carolina, Mr. Faircloth was the youngest son of Mary 
McLauchlin and James FaircloA. He assumed the management of the family farm in 1947, at age 19, after 
his father suffered a stroke while his brothers were in college or living away from home. Since then, Mr. 
Faircloth has built a thriving business enterprise ranging from agriculture to construction. 
In his first term as a United States Senator, Mr. Faircloth currently serves on the Banking, Housing and Urban 
of' Public Works Committees of the United States Senate. He is chairman of two subcommittees. 
The Clean Air Wetlands, Private Property, and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee for Environment and Public 
Works; and the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban Development of Oversight and Structure for the 
Banking Committee. 
A strong advocate for higher education in North Carolina and throughout the nation, Mr Faircloth is a long­
time member of the Campbell University Board of Presidential Advisors. 
Prior to his election as a United States Senator, Mr. Faircloth served his native state as Chairman of the North 
Carolina Highway Commission from 1969-1973, and as Secretary of the North Carolina Department of 
Commerce from 1977-1983. 
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graduation Trogram 
Presiding: 
Musical Prelude: 
Processional: * 
Presentation of Colors: 
Invocation:* 
Welcome: 
Conferring of Honorary 
Degrees: 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan 
Award: 
Commencement Address: 
Conferring of Degrees: 
Awarding of Degrees: 
ROTC Commissioning 
Ceremony: 
President's Closing Remarks: 
Retirement Recognitions: 
The Parting Hymn:* 
Benediction: * 
Recessional:* 
* Audience, please stand. 
Norman A. Wiggins '48 
President, Campbell University 
Susan Horton 
Professor Emerita of Music 
Pomp and Circumstance by Edward Elgar 
The Campbell University ROTC Battalion Color Guard 
Kimberly Elniff 97, Color Sergeant 
The Reverend Dale E. Ellis, Pastor 
New Hope Baptist Church, Statesville, North Carolina 
James R. Nisbet, Chairman 
Campbell University Presidential Board of Advisors 
President Wiggins 
Jerry M. Wallace, Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Lewis E. Hubbard 
Denelle L. Hicks '96 
D. Lauch Faircloth 
United States Senator 
President Wiggins 
Provost Wallace 
University Deans 
Walter S. Barge 
Thomas H. Folwell 
Margaret L. Giesbrecht 
James B. McLaughlin 
Ronald W. Maddox 
William M. Causey 
Colonel, United States Army 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina 
President Wiggins 
Leonore D. Tuck 
Daniel A. Linney '57 
John H. Mennear 
Eugenia Q. Blake 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Lundy-Fetterman School of Business 
School of Education 
Norman A. Wiggins School of Law 
School of Pharmacy 
1955 - 1996 
1959 - 1996 
1987 - 1996 
1989 - 1996 
LEAD ON, O KING ETERNAL by Henry T. Smart 
The Reverend Bruce A. Worley, Sr. 
Family Life Minister 
First Baptist Church, Cary, North Carolina 
THE HEAVENS DECLARE THEIR GLORY by Bendetto Marcello 
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^Honorary Degree ^ Recipients 
LaucfiJ^airc[otfi 'Doctor of Laws 
Bom on a farm in the heart of eastem North Carolina, Mr. Faircloth was the youngest son of Mary McLauchlin and James 
Faircloth. He assumed the management of the family farm in 1947, at age 19, after his father suffered a stroke while his brothers 
were in college or living away from home. Since then, Mr. Faircloth has built a thriving business enterprise ranging from 
agriculture to construction. 
In his first term as a United States Senator, Mr. Faircloth currently serves on the Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, and Public 
W orks Committees of the United States Senate. He is chairman of two subcommittees. The Clean Air Wetlands, Private Property, 
and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee for Environment and Public Works; and the Subcommittee on Housing and Urban 
Development of Oversight and Structure for the Banking Committee. 
A strong advocate for higher education in North Carolina and throughout the nation, Mr. Faircloth is a long-time member of the 
Campbell University Board of Presidential Advisors. Prior to his election as a United States Senator, Mr. Faircloth served his 
native state as Chairman of the North Carolina Highway Commission from 1969-1973, and as Secretary of the North Carolina 
Department of Commerce from 1977-1983. 
JacliJ. J action (Doctor of Science 
A native of South Carolina and a 1968 graduate of Clemson University, Jack J. Jackson is President of North America Pharma 
Market. 
Mr. Jackson began his pharmacy career in 1970 with the Upjohn Company where he advanced from sales management to the 
Senior Vice President of Western Hemisphere Pharmaceutical Operations. Following the merger of Pharmacia & Upjohn, Inc., 
he became Senior Vice President and President of North America Pharma Market Region in December, 1995. 
Currently residing in Kalamazoo, Michigan, Mr. Jackson is vitally involved in ensuring support of pharmacy education by the 
pharmacy industry throughout the world. 
Wilfiam Augustus Jones, Jr. Doctor of Divinity 
The Reverend William Augustus Jones, Jr., a native of Lexington, Kentucky, is the son and grandson of Baptist ministers. A 
graduate of the University of Kentucky, Crozer Theological Seminary and Colgate Rochester Divinity School, Dr. Jones has 
served as pastor of the Bethany Baptist Church in New York City since 1962. 
A former president of the National Baptist Convention and founder of the National Black Pastors' Conference, Dr. Jones served 
as national chairman of the S.C.L.C.'s Operation Breadbasket and as a member of the General Council of the Baptist World 
Alliance. 
Recipient of many honors, he received the New York Urban Leagues' prestigious Frederick Douglas Award and was honored in 
1993 by his alma mater, the University of Kentucky, with an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree. 
A nationally recognized author and an internationally acclaimed preacher. Dr. Jones has conducted preaching missions on every 
continent of the world. He has served as visiting professor at Colgate Rochester Divinity School, Wesley Theological Seminary, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, Union Theological Seminary and the Campbell University's Pastors' School. 
1. 'BeverCy La!^, Jr. Doctor of Laivs 
The Honorable L Beverly Lake, Jr., a native of Raleigh, North Carolina, currently serves as an Associate Justice of the North 
Carolina Supreme Court. 
Mr. Lake is the son of the late, distinguished justice and scholar, Justice and Mrs. 1. Beverly Lake, Sr. 
A graduate of Mars Hill College, Wake Forest University and the Wake Forest University Law School, Mr. Lake has served the 
state of North Carolina as a Superior Court Judge and as Deputy and Assistant Attomey General. He also served as a member 
of the North Carolina Senate and was the 1979-1980 Republican Party nominee for Governor of North Carolina. 
Prior to entering public service, Mr. Lake was engaged in the private practice of law. He currently serves on the Board of Visitors 
of the Wake Forest University School of Law. 
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Algernon Sydney Suttimn Aioards 
For half a century, the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation has worked to perpetuate qualities reflected in the life of the 
nineteenth century New Yorker after whom the foundation was named. 
Lawyer, devout Christian, mediator, orator, philanthropist, family man, Algernon Sydney Sullivan, in the words of a friend, 
"reached out both hands in constant helpfulness to men." And many were touched by him - from street beggars and Sunday school 
children, to the most powerful businessmen and politicians of the city. With all of them, he commanded affection and respect. 
In 1890, three years after his death, a memorial committee (among its 77 members was former President Grover Cleveland) was 
established. Its members charged themselves with keeping alive the exemplary traits of Mr. Sullivan. When their ranks began 
to thin, in the late 1920's, they passed along the task to the New York Southern Society, of which Sullivan had been the first 
president. Each year the society's Algernon Sydney Sullivan awards were given to deserving students and outstanding citizens 
at colleges and universities in the South. 
The Southern Society is now gone, but ever since 1934, the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation has continued to help both 
students and worthy institutions. Mr. Sullivan's son, George, never married, and the Sullivans left no direct descendants. 
Nonetheless, there have been heirs - three generations of scholarship and award recipients across the South. Through them, 
Algemon Sydney Sullivan and his wife, Mary Mildred, still live and still influence the lives of others. 
Lewis "Edward ^ KuSSard 
A native of Cumberland County and resident of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Lewis Hubbard has distinguished himself as 
a citizen, religious leader, enterpreneur, and supporter of Christian higher education. 
Bom to a loving family of twelve children and challenged by the great depression, Lewis Hubbard learned the necessary lessons 
of self-reliance and trust in God. Rooted in his love for farming and the land, Mr. Hubbard was challenged by the appeal of a real 
estate career. Guided by his entrepreneurial spirit and the encouragement of his wife, the former Emma Brown, Mr Hubbard 
founded The Hubbard Realty and Insurance Company, which is the largest real estate company in Winston-Salem. 
A distinguished member of the Campbell University Presidential Board of Advisors, Mr. Hubbard has also rendered exemplary 
service to his church as a trustee of the Fairview Moravian Church and the Moravian Theological Seminary in Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania. 
In keeping with the high ideals of the Algemon Sydney Sullivan Foundation, Lewis Edward Hubbard is a worthy recipient of the 
1996 Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award. 
DeneCCeL. ^ Hic/^  ^ 96 
Denelle L. Hicks, a nationally recognized student-athlete is the deserving recipient of the prestigious Algemon Sydney Sullivan 
Award. 
Ms. Hicks is a Presidential Scholar and a member of the Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Eta Sigma, Pi Gamma Mu, and Epsilon Pi 
Eta honor societies. She was also named to Who's Who among college and university students across the nation. 
A member of the Campbell University varsity softball team, Denelle achieved a .502 batting average for the 1995 season and was 
ranked second in the nation among Division I, NCAA teams. A. G. T. E. Academic All-American and a member of the 1993 
National Softball Coaches Association Academic All-American team, Ms. Hicks will enroll in the Norman A. Wiggins School 
of Law for her legal studies. 
An active participant in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Denelle has been a witness to her Christian faith on campus and 
off-campus programs and projects through the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. 
The graduation program and diploma are ceremonial documents and are not intended to be the official varification ofgraduation. 
The appropriately signed and sealed university transcript is the certification of a Campbell University degree. 
Associate In Arts 
Michael Joseph Ackerly Jacksonville 
Alan George-Dechant Akey Madison Heights, MI 
Gregory James Allan Northville,MI 
Douglas Wayne Allen Jacksonville 
Harry Lee Almand Midway Park 
Richard F. Amadon Spring Lake 
David Amroski Fort Bragg 
Kaori Asai Yamanashi, Japan 
Lynne Dixon Baimerman Raleigh 
Norman Herbert Bannerman, Jr. Raleigh 
Jerry Allen Barker. Jacksonville 
Joseph Sidney Bass Camp Lejeune 
Robert T. Batie III Clinton, MD 
Donald La' Drae Bell Montgomery, AL 
Joe llarinda Billups Rochester, NY 
Cory S. Bingaman Easton, PA 
William M. Blais Jacksonville 
Dwayne Anthony Blanchard Thibodaux, LA 
Diane Lynn Bodge Tarawa Terrace 
Dolly Ann Brandmeier-Bivens Jacksonville 
Lisa Rene Brantley Raeford 
Frank J. Brogna 111 Pittston. PA 
Charles Gilbert Brown, Jr. Palmyra, VA 
Phillip Brown Jacksonville 
Richard Scott Brown Lexington, KY 
Wendy C. Brown Hephzibah, GA 
Richie A. Bryant Jacksonville 
Samuel C. Bullard Fredricksburg, VA 
Laura S. Burke Fayetteville 
Sean Patrick Callahan Fayetteville 
Myris Claudina Callwood Fayetteville 
Robert Cardenas !.. San Antonio, TX 
Christine Midori Carlstead Jacksonville 
William Dale Carrier, Jr. Jacksonville 
Matthew Christopher Carswell Morganton 
Michael Eugene Carter Fayetteville 
Melissa Ann Castellanos Coming, NY 
Kevin Kurt Charles Fillmore, CA 
Jaines Chisolm Fayetteville 
Myron Napier Claiborne Chicago, IL 
David Thomas Clark Jacksonville 
Albert L. Coates , Woodlands, TX 
William Allen Cole Fayetteville 
Jose Daniel Contreras San Diego, GA 
Roger Dale Cook Camp Lejeune 
Sheldon L. Cooke Jacksonville 
Jeffrey Wayne Curry Erie, PA 
Dale Alan Deloach Claxton, GA 
Matthew C. Dunkle Fayetteville 
Harold Edward Dunlop, Jr. Jacksonville 
Michael Donovan Edwards Newark, NJ 
Robert Paul Eiserman Fayetteville 
David Richard Eiswert Chicago, IL 
Michael Herbert Ellis Fayetteville 
Lonzie McCray Evans Hollister 
Valeria Ann Flot Oklahoma City, OK 
Robert D. Foster Camp Lejeune 
John Marshall Freeman Sanford 
Daniel Arthur Gamon Oroville, CA 
Grabiel S. Garcia Hidalgo, TX 
Brian Keith Glaude Jacksonville 
Kenneth Muriey Goben Jacksonville 
Daniel Godbey, Fort Bragg 
Kevin Ray Goldsmith Raeford 
Cynthia Elaine Green Augusta, GA 
Diana J. Green Fayetteville 
Patrick L. Green Charlotte 
Thomas Edward Grubb Pope AFB 
JRichard Guichardo Brooklyn, NY 
Detrick J. Guillory. Eunice, LA 
Ned Edward Hall Fayetteville 
Yoshinori Harka Spring Lake 
Peggy Lee Harris Jacksonville 
Jimmy Randall Harrison Fayetteville 
Shelia Marie Harvey Fayetteville 
Grant Roderick Heinrichs Hubert 
Jerry Levera Henry. Fayetteville 
Thomas Aaron Herdman Fayetteville 
Cyleonthia D. Hernandez Fayetteville 
Stephen Edward Hesselink, Jr. Camp Lejeune 
James Allen Hickam Troy, IL 
Seconda Sarah Hollinger. Jacksonville 
Ronald J. Hope Big Spring, TX 
Scott Douglas Hopson Jacksonville 
Bumadette B. Howard Midway Park 
Mark James Hustead Jacksonville 
Robin Suzette Jarman Jacksonville 
Alan Brooks Johnson Louisa, VA 
Hughie F. Judge Midway Park 
James O. Kenagy IV. Omaha, NE 
Brian Kenneth King Midway Park 
Shawn K, Knight Mobile, AL 
Bruce Earl Krot, Jr. Bunnlevel 
Brian R. Landis Fayetteville 
Vicky Lynn Landis Fayetteville 
Garry Lorenzo Laws Camp Lejeune 
Amy Elizabeth Leindecker. Jacksonville 
William Lee Link Terre Haute, IN 
Kimberly Anne Loose Fayetteville 
Lawrence Gerald Lowry Jacksonville 
Stacey Lee Mabe Philadelphia, PA 
Tanya Jamay Maddux Tarawa Tertace 
Brian L. Mahoney Fort Bragg 
Anthony James Makris Bricktown, NJ 
Susan Cheryl Davis Marsh Summerville, SC 
Mark Douglas Marshall Hope Mills 
Theodore R. Martin, Jr. Philadelphia, PA 
Marcy L. Matason Jacksonville 
Ricky Edward Mathews Jacksonville 
Keneath Angela McGinnis-Coleman Fayetteville 
Patrick Alexander McKeever. Grand Terrace, CA 
Donald McMahon Wilmington 
Mark A. McPhan Chicago, IL 
Apryl Lynn McWilliams Fayetteville 
Lee Worren Mew Tarawa Terrace 
Shelly Lynn Miles Pope AFB 
Darren Wayne Milton Jacksonville, FL 
Russell Eugene Moore Atlanta, GA 
Willie Ronnie Moore Jacksonville 
Robert Lloyd Moreland Cleveland, OH 
Willus Lee Morgan Richlands 
Randolph Bey Muhammad Fort Bragg 
Trung Tan Nguyen Tarawa Terrace 
Harald Roger Nieman East Troy, W1 
Aaron Michael Omlor Dayton, OH 
David Michael Ostojic Lakeland, FL 
Juanita Overbay Fort Bragg 
Kenyon Ray Owens Camp Lejeune 
Joseph P. Palermo Addis, LA 
William Parr Wilmington 
Amy Suzanne Burton Peavy Midway Park 
Charles Francis Perry Fayetteville 
Mark Anthony Petzolt Islip, NY 
Michael Hargan Pohtes Lexmgton, KY 
Robert Cleve Porter, Jr. Hubert 
Roseanna Provencio Fayetteville 
Gregory Michael Ramsey. Chillicothe, OH 
Anissa Marie Rath Fayetteville 
Walter Henry Rausch, Jr. Fayetteville 
Stephen Kenneth Roberts Fayetteville 
Robert L. Rodgers, Jr. Moss Point, MS 
Leonardo Rodriguez Miami, FL 
Barbara Rubio Fayetteville 
Yolanda O'Neill de Sabagala Fort Bragg 
John Michael Sargent Jacksonville 
Steven David Sawicki Saint Pauls 
Antonio Wesley Scoffield Jacksonville 
Lynn James Scott Havelock 
Roosevelt Scott, Jr East St. Louis, IL 
Brian James Searcy Fayetteville 
Bret Matthew Sebastian ; Tarawa Terrace 
Thomas P. Sheys Jacksonville 
Michael C. Sierra Jacksonville 
Christopher A. Simes Fort Bragg 
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William Michael Simons Jacksonville 
Michelle Y. Smith Fayetteville 
Richard E. Smith Winnsboro, LA 
Erik B. Snider. San Jose, CA 
Lionel Alan Snow. Fayetteville 
David Glenn Sperry. Fort Bragg 
Scott Tyler Sturrock Camp Lejeune 
Victor M. Garcia Suarez Aguadilla, PR 
Bret A. Sutton Spring Lake 
Margaret Dian Talbot Fort Bragg 
Daniel Joseph Taylor. Philadelphia, PA 
James Franklin Taylor. Humble, TX 
Robert E. Taylor. Jacksonville 
Robert Gregory Taylor, Jr. Colorado Springs, CO 
Eric Shawn Terrell Jacksonville 
Anna Elizabeth Terry Fayetteville 
Michael R. Theriot Camp Lejeune 
Engalica Lynn Tong Camp Lejeune 
Daniel S. Toy Spnngfieli OR 
Michael Dean Trapp Tampa, FL 
Jeffrey James Travers Port Angeles, WA 
Maury Avard Vanderpool Camp Lejeune 
Junet Amelia Vasquez Fayetteville 
Patricia Obey Walker. Fort Bragg 
Dwight L. Wallace Hampton, VA 
Michael Glenn Ward Cary 
Warren Victor Watts Lexington 
Mary Louise Webber Metamora, II 
John William Weber. Jacksonville Beach, FL 
Merita M. Whitaker. Atlanta, GA 
Delores J. Williams Havelock 
Andrew B. Wilson Camp Lejeune 
Eugene C. Wilson West Palm Beach, FL 
Gregory Scott Wilson Camp Lejeune 
Larry Wayne Wise Dunn 
Matthew P. Wogaman Hubert 
Jerry Ward Wynne Virginia Beach, VA 
Mathieu Gabou Zahui Benton Harbor, Ml 
^cfieCor Of App tied Science 
Sheryl Popowich Bodnar. Rockingham 
Susan Barber Bright Mebane 
Jerry Dale Carswell Emerald Isle 
Donald Edward Corr. Apex 
Travis Lloyd Crabtree Hillsborough 
Joseph Clyde D'Cruz Cary 
Jacquetta Harrison Dawkins Henderson 
Henry Lee Evans Buies Creek 
Donna B. Fonke Fayetteville 
Gregory Lavem Frazier. Sanford 
Fred Hubert Gamer, Jr. Sanford 
Linda B. Gibbons Raleigh 
Sabra Lynn Hall Autryville 
Anthony Albert Hayes Plantation, FL 
Cynthia L. Holtzclaw Pinehurst 
George Thomas Lally, Jr. Cary 
Bobby Gene McAllister Jacksonville 
James M. McArthur Broadway 
Truby Bullard McVicker. Raeford 
Barbara Taylor Moore Jacksonville 
Nancy Jean Mills Page Cary 
Amy Haucke Parsons Cary 
Charles Francis Perry Fayetteville 
Deanna Yvonne Perry Clayton 
Andrea Edwina Quirindongo Fayetteville 
Mark H. Roberts Cary 
Thomas Charles Smith Hope Mills 
Marie Lassiter Snipes Southem Pines 
Carolyn D, Synder-Andrejcak N.Huntingdon, PA 
Todd Leslie Treadway. Fayetteville 
Jimmy Julius VanLaecke Hubert 
Charlene Yvette Williams Jacksonville 
Walter Jacob Wilson, Jr. Jacksonville 
David Allen Wulff. Cary 
Christopher R.C. Young Raleigh 
'Bacfiebr Cf O^aCtfi Science 
David L. Altobelli Sevema Park, MD Connie Barham Miller. Fayetteville 
William E. East Jacksonville Donald Alexander Neil Jacksonville 
Barry Steven Gmbb Camp Lejeune Eve Lyn Compere Pendergraft Cary 
Shelley Renee Harding Sanford Vemon Russell Richmond Jacksonville 
Shiriey Jean Jefferys Raleigh Joseph R. Sprinkle Reidsville 
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'Mcfiebr Of 'Business Administration 
William Todd Adcock Oxford 
Kurt James Ailerson Sanford 
Christopher Brent Allen Roanoke, VA 
Matthew Hoyle Allen Lillington 
William Collin Allen Raleigh 
Kathy Lynn Alhson Lillington 
Angela Carol Allred Pleasant Garden 
John B. Amaker 111 Fayetteville 
Karla Kim Anderson Sanford 
Darryl John Apel Pocatello, ID 
Durrand Allen Ashford Port Huron, MI 
Warren Wayne Ausley. Raleigh 
Carol Denise Aycock ; Gamer 
Jeremy Stewart Bass Dunn 
Gerald Salvatore Bennett Spring Lake 
Bruce David Berry Cary 
Edward Charles Bethel Nassau, Bahamas 
Rebecca Ann Cummings Blackman Sanford 
Tammy L. Balden Hubert 
Nancy Dale Boyd Fayetteville 
Ashley Ray Bradshaw. Buies Creek 
Brenda V. Middleton Brown Jacksonville 
Liz Marie Gross Brown New Orleans, LA 
Shannon Douglas Brown, Jr. Dunn 
Maria Jayne Bryant Erwin 
Fredrique Lavonski Butler. Clinton 
Olga Gritsenko Bystroff. Fayetteville 
Jerri Ann Calcote Hope Mills 
Marck Erabey del Castillo Jacksonville 
Kathy Jane Castle Hubert 
Stephen D. Childs Fayetteville 
Pei Ting Choong Pahang Daml Makmu, Malaysia 
Renee Clark Benson 
JetYery Scott Cody. Covington, VA 
Karin Annette Cole Fayetteville 
John Mark Collie Rocl^ Mount 
LaGloria T. Collins Beaufort 
Wendy Denise Compton Boiling Springs, PA 
Russell Wayne Cooper Fayetteville 
Gerald Joseph Cousin Fayetteville 
Wendy Johnson Crews Erwin 
Jennifer McGowan Cunningham Cameron 
Daniel James Cushing Sneads Ferry 
Wiliam Boyd Cutshall, Jr. Vass 
Naomi Grace Dail Fayetteville 
Timothy Michael Daurity Lillington 
Michael Sean Davis Crestview, FL 
Johnny E. Deal, Jr Raleigh 
Lydia Ann Julianna Denslow Dayton, OH 
Lisa Ann DeSilva Four Oaks 
Cindy Alyson Dixon Coats 
Robert Evans Dougan, Jr Clover, SC 
May Lee Horton Dunn Fayetteville 
Charles Edward Dye Akron, OH 
Soo Tchuen Eng Penang, Malaysia 
Naohiro Enomoto Gifii, Japan 
Joseph Samuel Estes Buies Creek 
Jennifer Lee Falatovich Clinton 
Christy Lynn Farmer Wilson 
Heidi S. Fitzpatrick Fayetteville 
Danielle Marie Guidry Fontenot Camp Lejeune 
Rickie M. Foor. Hope Mills 
Leroy Foxworth Knightdale 
Elaine Lea Freeman Raleigh 
Came L. Gagnon Fayetteville 
Darlene Finniss Gainus Potter's Hill 
Steven Wesley Gamer. Raleigh 
Thomas Elijah Gatewood Winston Salem 
David Alexander Gattis Hillsborough 
Aaron Geroux Fayetteville 
Karen L. Glass Fayetteville 
William S. Godwin Benson 
James Grant Harrington, DE 
Darayavaus Codommannus Grayson Oviedo, FL 
George Edwin Green Savannah, GA 
Michelle Lynn Roseberry Gunther. Jacksonville 
Jon Christian Guthrie Beaufort 
Alan R. Hall Hubert 
Amy Jo Hall Beulaville 
Jerri Lynn Heath Durham 
Demonica Revis Hicks Gamer 
Kimberly Michelle Hill Wilson 
Richard Dean Kinkley, Jr. Fuquay Varina 
Weng Kah Hoe Buies Creek 
Debra Mae Hoffman-McGill .:...Fayetteville 
Robert Dwight Holman Fayetteville 
Shannon Wayne Hopkins New Bern 
Ismail Haidar Houmani Fayetteville 
Mary M. Howes Fort Worth, TX 
Catherine Marie Howlett Wilmington 
Sherri Cameron Hubbell Sanford 
Becky Lynn Hudson Benson 
Jennifer Renee Hudson Godwin 
Catherine Lynn Hunt Palatka, FL 
James Wellie Jackson Clinton 
Sheila Marie Jefferies Sanford 
Lori Grant Jennings Oneonta, NY 
Loreice Jemigan Wake Forest 
Edward George Johnson Fayetteville 
William E. Joyner, Jr. Cameron 
Linda E. Kehagias Jacksonville 
Rhonda Kay Kelly Sanford 
Crystal Y. Thomas Kermedy. Fayetteville 
Kevin M. Kenyon Wilmington 
Kenya Cherisse Kilgore Gaffhey, SC 
Kimberly L. King Midway Park 
Jack Morris Komegay III Hertford 
Michelle Denise Kyzer. Leesville, SC 
Woo Liang Lau Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia 
Tammy Denise Leday Buffalo, NY 
Terry E. Levoy Sacramento, CA 
Deborah Rebecca Lewis Raleigh 
Stephanie Crystal Limer. Leland 
John Paul Lipscomb Fayetteville 
Clifton Raymond Lloyd Willow Springs 
Gail Sports Long Hope Mills 
Eddie Lopez Spring Lake 
Billy Lunsford Spring Lake 
Donald Lee Luquire Cary 
Roderick lain MacLean Hope Mills 
Kevin M. MacNeil Norwood, MA 
Kristin Gail Mahaffey Gibsonville 
Maria Guadalupe Maldonado Cordoba, Argentina 
Peter John Marriott Cary 
TonyMartino Bamberg, SC 
Kennethee Angela McGinnis-Coleman Fayetteville 
Andrew B. Meyer. "^ocoma, WA 
William Anton Meznarich, Jr. Jacksonville 
Tracey Maria Mims-Nickerson Pensacola, FL 
Mark E. Moen Fayetteville 
Doretta R. Mongold Fayetteville 
Andy Cade Moore Buies Creek 
Ruth Anne Lemerise Moretz Sanford 
Lou Ellen Morgan Sanford 
Jeffrey B. Mullins Blue Springs, MO 
George Luis Nieves Fort Bragg 
Todd Chnstopher Norris Tabor City 
Edward Benjamin Onimus Jacksonville 
Beng Hooi Ooi Kedah, Malaysia 
Chiu Wah Or Buies Creek 
Gloria Jean Osbome Jacksonville 
Timothy Stanley Owen Fayetteville 
James Derek Page Christiansburg, VA 
Jonathan Edward Perkins Jacksonville 
Susan Lynn Pignato Fayetteville 
Wendy Renee Pippen Seaboard 
Christopher R. Porosky Dublin, GA 
James Anthony Porter. Fayetteville 
Robert Cleve Porter, Jr. Hubert 
Rose Mary Pyle Pataskala, OH 
Terry A. Rademann Jacksonville 
Daniel M. Redding Winston Salem 
Richard Paul Reese Southem Pines 
Terry Lee Reger. Jacksonville 
William T. Rogers Blairs, VA 
Leslie J. Savage Raleigh 
Michael K. Scott Spring Hope 
Larry D. Shelton Sanford 
Bruce H. Sherman Cary 
David Lathrop Shook Fredericksburg, VA 
Martha Ellen Shooter. Rowland 
Marshell Silva Fayetteville 
Sarah Franklyn Singleton Buies Creek 
Fredrick W. Smith Fayetteville 
Lionel Alan Snow Fayetteville 
Jane Frances Sokoloski Camp Lejeune 
Marion Orlando Staley New York, NY 
Theresa F. Stefanski Fayetteville 
Valerie Lynn Stephens Goldsboro 
Timothy Shane Stevens Middlesex 
Gregory Wade Stewart Four Oaks 
Gina M. Stoner Alexandria, VA 
Kari David Straub Sanford 
Brian Clayton Strider. Asheboro 
Nan Strong Jacksonville 
Christopher Ryan Taylor. Erwin 
Catherine D. Townsend Jacksonville 
Cathy Ann Traylor. Fayetteville 
Huey-Wen Tsai Buies Creek 
Kimberly Diane Turttle Fayetteville 
Amy Lee Tyndall Erwin 
Dwight Lamont Wallace Hampton, VA 
Stephen Craig Waters Great Falls, VA 
Danny Anthony West Chicago, IL 
Edwin Scott West Four Oaks 
Stephen Dean White :. Newport News. VA 
David Keith Wihams Clinton 
Jennifer Lee Williams Chesapeake, VA 
Kimberly D. Williams Clemson, SC 
Natasha Gail Williams Coats 
Timothy C. Wilson Fayetteville 
Linda Ann Young Houston, PA 
(BacfieCor Of Science 
Peter Jason Adams Durham 
Wendy Rae Adkins Enfield 
Gregory J. Allan Northville, MI 
Alex David Alvarez Brooklyn, NY 
Denise T. Alvarez Los Angeles, CA 
Jerry Fredrick Andrews Jacksonville 
Amy Elizabeth Apicella Richmond, VA 
Jesus R. Apodaca Jacksonville 
Amalfi Martin Arias Manassas, VA 
David J. Bacic Fayetteville 
Felix William Bala, Jr. Raeford 
Dana R. Bartas Gig Harbor, WA 
Lee Carol Beasley Louisburg 
Brenda Crosby Beckelheimer. Siler City 
Holly Coffey Becton Hickory 
Julianna Lee Betts Fuquay Varina 
Marcie Kay Bineham Fort Washington, MD 
Mary Janet Bostic Fayetteville 
Charles Thomas Bright, Jr. Virginia Beach, VA 
Joanne Johnson Brown Willow Spring 
Tracy M. Brown Ft. Riley, KS 
Carl David Brownlee Detroit, MI 
Tara Elizabeth Buchanan Kenly 
Montz Alton Burckhardt Carlisle, PA 
Angela Diane Byrd Bunnlevel 
Lucy Divina Cantres Jacksonville 
Tammy Lynette Carawan Grantsboro 
Christopher Steven Carroll Chesapeake, VA 
Shannon Marie Cecil Ayden 
Edward Monroe Chavis III Angier 
Yik Chau Chew Buies Creek 
Wen Ting Chong Ipoh Perak, Malaysia 
Marie Elizabeth Chrisey Smithfield 
Phuong Nga Chung Buies Creek 
William demons Fayetteville 
Kendra S. Clendaniel Frederica, DE 
Laura Colleen Cobaugh Waldorf, MD 
Kathryn E. Cook Emerald Isle 
Elisabeth Ann Cope Sunbury, PA 
Cindy Cathleen Cottle Raleigh 
Jayne Danette Crouse Fayetteville 
Dave Dameron Fayetteville 
Mark E. Davis West Blocton, AL 
Robert William Davis Richlands 
Wallace Lee Davis Virginia Beach, VA 
Leslynn Belle DeFosses Erwin 
Tammy Marie DeHart Winston Salem 
Natalie Jane Diamond Richlands 
Debbie Kay Dillon Fayetteville 
Melinda Joy Dixon Carolina Beach 
Gregory Dwight Downs Casar 
Marcia Lorraine Dudley Fayetteville 
Kelli Nicole Dwiggins Winston Salem 
Jonathan Wesley Edwards Buies Creek 
Christopher Keith Ellis Fayetteville 
Justin Dale Ellis Statesville 
Tamara Jo Elyea Beaufort, SC 
Craig Ronald Erkfitz West Chester, PA 
Lonzie McCray Evans Hollister 
Shawn Gregory Fehlman Fayetteville 
Brenda Moore Fisher. Fayetteville 
Mark John Fitzgerald Rye, NY 
Sonya Renee Fitzgerald ...Amherst, VA 
Lynwood Earl Fleming 
Lori-Ellen Colleen Foster. 
Reginald Lloyd Freeman, Jr.. 
Suzette F. Gamblin 
Chye Khim Gan 
Herman Garcia, Jr.., 
..Fayetteville 
Angler 
...Fayetteville 
Napa, CA 
..Buies Creek 
Hubert 
Bemadette Elberta Garland Fayetteville 
Stephen Clark Gasper. Oklahoma City, OK 
Carey Wooten Gaynor III Fountain 
Charles Brian Geer. ; Charlotte 
Joseph Aaron Geer Captain Look, HI 
Donna Marie Gibbs Holly Ridge 
Bethany Dawn Bryant Gibson Richlands, VA 
Hoay Hoon Goh Buies Creek 
Michael J. Gonzales Fayetteville 
Samuel Eric Gregory. Decatur, AK 
Donna Marie Grimsley Greensboro 
Cynthia Ann Phillips Groskreutz Jacksonville 
Scott Michael Hahn Clearwater, FL 
Yian Jie Hau Buies Creek 
Emily Caroline Henderson Gastonia 
Craven Allen Hewett Supply 
Susannah Odell Hill Dunn 
Christina Cara Hill Hickory 
Elizabeth Ann Hillard-Scrivner. Waverly, 10 
David Lee Hilyard Jacksonville 
Scott Martin Hoar Boswell, PA 
Jennifer Lynn Hobbs Clinton 
Michael C. Holzer. Hope Mills 
William Scott Howell Jacksonville 
Jeffrey Duane Hrush Coats 
Brian Andrew Hunter Hubert 
Billy Joe Hutson, Jr. Cross Lanes, WV 
Arma Joan Iroler Claudiville, VA 
Stacey Marie Isrow Fayetteville 
Laura Susan Jacobs-DePoorter. Viroqua. WI 
Ronald Daniel Jaynes New Bern 
Kristian Hale Jensen Lewisville 
Amanda Denese Johnson Four Oaks 
Desma Brooke Johnson Lillington 
James Allen Johnson Buies Creek 
Joseph Norman Johnson Fayetteville 
Patricia Lee Johnson Carthage 
Amy Carol Jones Pfafftown 
Geoffrey E. Jones Pittsburgh, PA 
Jason Steele Joyce Aberdeen 
Carolyn Powell Joyner. Sanford 
Michael James Keating .....Marlton, NJ 
Lorie Anne Kelly Clarkton 
Lee Cherk Khor. Buies Creek 
Denise Karen Kissel Princeton 
Kok Liang Koot Penang, Malaysia 
Kimberly Ann Kozikowski Leesburg, VA 
Melissa Renee Krot Bunnelevel 
Susan Mann Lacy Emerald Isle 
Heather Marie Lancaster. Lexington 
Matthew Floyd Laney. Bastian, VA 
Chun Yun Lau Sarawak, Malaysia 
Yer Lee Buies Creek 
Elizabeth A. Leone Jacksonville 
Diana Lynn Line Charlotte, Ml 
Todd Arthur Lipman Buies Creek 
Michelle Lea Little Midlothian, VA 
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Carol-Ann R. Lockman-Daugherty. Jacksonville 
Jennifer Renee Long Shallotte 
Megan J. Loux Cummington, MA 
Robert Leon Mabry. Fort Bragg 
Donnah Suzanne Mandigo Sanford 
Earl Lee Mangum III Wilson 
Keely Dael Manseau Richmond, VA 
Daniel Willard Mason Sanford 
Heather Lynn Mason Snow Hill, MD 
Ricky Edward Mathews Jacksonville 
Michael R. McClanahan Denver, CO 
Brandon Edward McDade Rutherfordton 
Annette McDaniel Fayetteville 
Layne Dae McDonald Erwin 
Katherine E. McManamy Raleigh 
Janice I. Medina ... Hubert 
Kathryn Mary Meyer. Matthews 
Terry Gene Michael Orange Park, FL 
Sonja Tia Patrice Miller. New London, CT 
Kathryn Elizabeth Misky New Bern 
Kathy Mitchell Auroro, IL 
Kasey Jeaneen Monroe Clayton 
Dawn Michelle Mooney. Durham 
Stephanie Moore-Pope Jacksonville 
Erin Cristina Moreland Chesapeake, VA 
Maria Nicole Morgan Wilmington 
Nancy Jennifer Morrell Durham 
Felice Briana Moss Nassau, Bahamas 
Anna Rose Mullin Jacksonville 
Melissa Renee Mullins King 
Russell Lee Napier. Martinez, GA 
Scott Michael Neely South Bend, IN 
Carlos J. Negron, Jr Fayetteville 
Danielle Mane Nelson Durham 
Courtney Jane N icholson Buies Creek 
Lisa Marie Nieuwenhuis Kemersville 
Glennie Katherine Norris Dudley 
Judy Marie Monie Ordogne Camp Lejeune 
Daniel Ortiz Lillmgton 
William Earl Otto Smithfield 
Yvonne Monique Patterson Fayetteville 
Tonya Diane Payne Gamer 
Daniel Payton Fayetteville 
Anthony James Peacock Billingham, England 
Michael Lee Pearl Fort Bragg 
Beth Suddreth Pence Elkin 
Vincent Raymond Perez Vaughn, NM 
Stacy Lynne Phipps Shelby 
Karen Elizabeth Hubacker Pierson Jacksonville 
Daniel Lee Pogue Bremen, IN 
Charlene Louise Prather Camp Lejeune 
Joel Dwaine Putnam Reidsville 
Ryan A. Pyke Jacksonville 
Rebecca Randolph Rader Pearisburg, VA 
Brooke Renee Rankin Concord 
Kristine Ruth Rannow Mckeesport, PA 
Bonnie L. Ray Fayetteville 
Maria Magdalena Ready. Jacksonville 
Ingrid Marie Richardson Houston, TX 
Andrew William Riches Dee Why, Australia 
Molly Estella Rittwage Brighton Ontario, Canada 
Shannon Ruth Roberts Dunn 
William John Roberts, Jr Fayetteville 
Shelley Melinda Rogers Chesapeake,VA 
Kimberly Rubino Charlotte 
Noelia Silva Ruiz Camp Lejeune 
Alberto Perry Saenz Buies Creek 
Molly Belle Salsig Fayetteville 
Daniel Gibboney Schilling ;. : Pope AFB 
Joel Fredrick Schmidt Robinson, IL 
Robin P. Schnider Fort Bragg 
Susan Renee Scott Jacksonville 
Kelly Glen Seiber Fort Bragg 
Maureen Mamell Sevilla Fayetteville 
Tracy Lynn Shannon Durham 
Bonnie Jean Sherburne Durham, NY 
Toni Eerikki Siikala Zeinajoki, Finland 
Robin Marie Siletsky Lillington 
Michael C. Simpson Fayetteville 
Tricia Alyce Sloan Chapel Hill 
Tyler Fred Smith Winston Salem 
Joseph F. Snyder Pipe Creek, TX 
Jetmie Rebecca Sowers Thomasville 
Willie Lee Spears, Jr Butler, AL 
Raymond Paul Spell Clinton 
Henry Barnes Spradlin Asheville 
Ingrid Michelle Spruill Edenton 
Janette Denise Snapp Stansbury. Tazewell, VA 
Julia Carol Wommack Stewart Foiu' Oaks 
Beth Ellen Stockwell Douglas, GA 
Sean Wilton Strachan Nassau, Bahamas 
Marian Lyrm Sturgeon Vass 
Christopher Kealii Surigao Durham 
Lean Im, Lena Tan Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Yen Kwang Tan Johor, Malaysia 
Christopher Kari Tanner West End 
Jamey L. Tarrh Richmond, VA 
Eddie Courtney Tart Knightdale 
Monica DeToro Taylor Pope AFB 
Kimberly Ann Thornton Sanford 
WeinerG. Tilsner Philadelphia, PA 
Nguk Lee Ting Perak, Malaysia 
Donald M. Todd, Jr Lumberton 
Courtney Lynn Trieval New Bern 
Ahsha Jean Tumage Duim 
Terrilee Tygart Swansboro 
Waleska Tatiana Urrea M San Pedro Sula, Honduras, C.A 
Kimberly Ann Vallone Camp Lejeune 
Toni Marie Varacchi Kings Park, NY 
Richard Velazquez Houston, TX 
Nora S. Ward Fuquay Varina 
Jennifer Corinne Warner Cary 
Curtis W. Warren II Newton Grove 
Angela Lynn Webb Rockingham 
David Wayne Webb Buies Creek 
Brian Joseph Wehrer Fayetteville 
Sherry Lynn West Oxford 
Deborah Julia Whilden Delmont, NJ 
Kathleen Mary Winters Whilden Delmont, NJ 
Robert Taylor White Beulaville 
Lisa Suzarme Wilder Fayetteville 
Brian Wayne Williamson Greensboro 
Efrem A. Wilson Jacksonville 
John L. Woods Erwin 
Christa Ann Rhodes Woolard Raleigh 
Nikki Kay Yarbrough Whiteville 
Daniel Yates Tampa, FL 
Jeng-Homg Yeh Taipei, Taiwan 
Keng Giap Yeo Buies Creek 
Yuk Chiu (Philip) Yeimg Angier 
Jin Wook Yoo Seoul, Korea 
Aaron Louis Zaccagnino Fayetteville 
David A. Zavala Fayetteville 
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'Bacfietor Of Arts 
Edna Karen Ambriz Anaheim Hills, CA 
Bruce R. Ashford, Jr. Roseboro 
Wendy Carol Bamhill ; Wilmington 
Melissa Lynn Beacham Wilhamston 
Giles E. Blankenship Martinsville, VA 
Sharon Darlene Boykin Clinton 
Andy Raymond Brown Raleigh 
Bryan Ray Chadwick Newport 
Larry "Todd" Colie Charleston, SC 
Cynthia Chantel Combs Cana, VA 
Christopher L. Cox Polkton 
Kenneth Aaron Cox Wilmington 
Jonathan Bradford Crew Mechanicsville, VA 
Mehssa Lynn Culbreth Smithfield 
Eric Nathan Davidson Sanford 
Alice Jeannine Davis Buies Creek 
Scott Michael Davis Hollywood, FL 
Richard John Dierbeck Raleigh 
Amelia Sofia Dominguez Cary 
Chauncey Xavier Eaton Oxford 
Keith N. Errickson Nags Head 
Onya Glover-Rivera Chicago, IL 
James David Greear Yadkinville 
R. Allen Gregory Buies Creek 
Melvin U. Harmon III Dunn 
Jared Richard Harrison Kingsport, TN 
Heather Shawn Harvell Fuquay Varina 
Brian Patrick Hayes Cherryville 
Heather Michelle Hennessee Hickory 
Robert Walter Herring Emerald Isle 
Chad Edward Hicks Newport News, VA 
Denelle Louise Hicks Lebanon, OH 
Robert Daniel Hoots, Jr Kemersville 
Tracy Don Horsfall Pond Creek, OK 
Paul Allen Huggins, Jr Kemblesville, PA 
Paul Douglas Ivey, Jr Kemersville 
Jennifer Jean Kendrick Waverly, VA. 
Timothy Gene Kennedy Fayetteville 
Kristi Kay Killian ; Xerria, OH 
Elizabeth T. Lee Benson 
Lisa Beth Lewis Pikeville 
Sandy Maurice Marks Sanford 
Joseph Ray Martin, Jr Covington, VA 
Rebecca Gayle Matthews Warfield, VA 
Judy Michelle McCarson Durham 
John Holohan McCarthy Hope Mills 
Holly Michelle Moore Cary 
Nicole Leigh Mills Neif. Wilmington 
Russell Alan Neff Fanwood, NJ 
Wendy Sue Offiitt-Cooper Richlands 
Sean Graham Outlaw Faison 
Christopher Paul Partin Raleigh 
Stephanie Nicole Payne Charlotte 
Tracy Jeanette Phillips Mooresville 
Ronald Lee Ratcliffe, Jr Virginia Beach, VA 
James E. Richardson Jacksonville 
Helayne Beth Roberts Burlington 
Sherry L. Sasser Wendell 
Dale Michael Sauls Dunn 
Stephen Scott Schroter Melboume, FL 
Kimberly Grace Scott Pittsburgh, PA 
Michael Joseph Sinnott Lillington 
Ray David Smeltzor, Jr Raleigh 
Gary Richard Snow Mount Airy 
Edward Timothy Stallworth III Detroit, Ml 
Arvell Standi Everett, WA 
Wendy M. Stidham Buies Creek 
Jason Edward Stone Houston, TX 
Phillip John Strach Spring Lake 
Joseph Leon Sutton Goldsboro 
Gerelyn Terzo Essex Fells, NJ 
Caroline McCord Thatcher Lillington 
Robert Nelson Thigpen Clinton 
Jason Howard Thomas Asheville 
Ashlie Leah Thompson Kemersville 
John Franklin Troy, Jr Fayetteville 
Regina Cable Truelove Waynesville 
Li-Tzu Tseng Taipei, Taiwan 
Marijo Tyson Sanford 
Wendi Ann Wagner Mount Holly, NJ 
Geary Taylor Walton Gamer 
Jane Christi West Dunn 
Anthony Richard White Abingdon, MD 
Stephanie Lynn Workman Durham 
Bmce Alan Worley, Jr Apex 
Brent Wyso Poughkeepsie, NY 
'Bacfiehr Of SociaC Wor/^ 
Tabitha NiCoIe Butler. Oak City Anna Elizabeth Peninger. Raleigh 
Jessica Marie Cihanek Poughquag, NY Jennifer Terranova Hertford 
Julie Marie Dayton Roseboro Melinda Carol White Providence 
Mechelle Lynn Halstead Uneeda, WV Carmen Nicole Willis Alliance 
Tina Marie Lewis Tarboro Penny Lucille Willis Providence 
Pamela Michelle Moore-Hardison Godwin 
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Master of 'Business Administration 
Joseph Thomas Abdalla Apex 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1989 
Hosam Mahmoud Abdulkareem Isdud, Palestine 
B.M.A.C., The American University, 1989 
Brenda Kelley Aleman Jacksonville 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Christopher Brent Allen Roanoke, VA 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
William Collin Allen Raleigh 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Owen James Anders Havelock 
B.S.A., East Carolina University, 1986 
Esther Carroll Austin Wake Forest 
B.B.A., East Carolina University, 1984 
Jacqueline Brown Bailey Jacksonville 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
William Robert Baker, Jr Rocky Mount 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1992 
Terry D. Barham Apex 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1992 
Patsy Lou Beetcher Jacksonville 
B.S., Park College, 1991 
Douglas Arthur Behrend Goldsboro 
B.B.A., St. Leo, 1993 
Harry Coolidge Brown Jacksonville 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Scott Daniel Bucklin Goldsboro 
B.B. A., University of Wisconsin, 1990 
Richard L. Campbell Apex 
B.S., Limestone College, 1984 
Martha E. Canada Wilson 
B.S., Pembroke State University, 1986 
Ross Allen Carevic Raleigh 
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1983 
Lincoln Ryan Carroll Chattanooga, TN 
B.S., USMA West Point, 1993 
Johnny L. Chapman, Jr. Fuquay Varina 
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1985 
Meng-Chak Chong Buies Creek 
B.S., Campbell University, 1994 
Richard A. Clemmons Fayetteville 
B.S., University of Maryland, 1994 
Brian Keith Cockrell Rocky Mount 
B.A., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1992 
Jack R. Crance II Fayetteville 
B.S., State University of New York, 1988 
Barbara Curtis Crayton Fayetteville 
B.S., Pembroke State University, 1993 
Mary Robin Edge Raleigh 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1981 
Gary Lee Elmore Fuquay Varina 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1989 
Annie S. Evans Havelock 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1992 
William W. Grimmer Raleigh 
B.A., East Carolina University, 1989 
Matthew P Groover Wetumpka, AL 
B.S., Auburn University, 1985 
Carol S. Hagler Laurinburg 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1983 
Kathryn S. Harrelson Greenville 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1989 
Diogenes Hatzisavvas Burlington 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1985 
Luanne Lyon Hilbum Fayetteville 
B.B.A., Georgia State University, 1986 
James Duane Holland Raleigh 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1993 
John Douglas Hood Kinston 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1993 
John Edward Homberger Cary 
B.S., Kutztown University, 1993 
Catherine Marie Howlett Wilmington 
B.B.A., Campbell Universtiy, 1996 
Juei-Chi Hsiao Dominican Republic 
B.S., Campbell University, 1995 
Jennifer Renee Hudson Godwin 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Adam Franklin Ipock Rocky Mount 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1991 
Brian Scott Jackson Fayetteville 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1990 
Dewey Brent Jackson Rocky Mount 
B.A., East Carolina University, 1993 
Per Tangsgaard Jensen Denmark 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1986 
Christopher Allen Johnson Raleigh 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1987 
Nancy Gibson Kalm North Topsail Beach 
B.S., Murry State University, 1971 
Rami Petteri Kauppi Finland 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Gregory Allen Keller Woodstock, VA 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1995 
Jamie Harris Lein Raleigh 
B.S., Pembroke State University, 1992 
Michael Christopher Leitch Ft. Bragg 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1992 
Jacquelyne Leggett Lewis Rocky Mount 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1993 
Rom Dallas Lewis Raleigh 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1993 
Kristina Gail Mahaffey. Gibsonville 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Peter John Marriott Cary 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Clifford Scott Mewbome Mt. Airy, GA 
B.S., University of Florida, 1993 
David Dale Mitchell Fayetteville 
B.S., Methodist College, 1990 
Andrew Carey Morgan Cary 
B.B.A., James Madison University, 1985 
Levente Nandori Buies Creek 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Todd Christopher Norris Tabor City 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
James Derek Page Christ insburg, VA 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Laurence Frank Palazzolo i^merald Isle 
B.S., Jacksonville University, 1976 
Matthew Ray Patterson Charlotte 
B.B.A., Wingate University, 1992 
William Ernest Peterson Apex 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1989 
Orven Russell Phipps Durham 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1980 
Marlene A. Porter Raeford 
B.S., Methodist College, 1989 
James Milton Quigley Rocky Mount 
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan, 1990 
Daniel M. Redding Winston-Salem 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Edward L. Reyelts Richlands 
B.B.A., Texas A & M, 1986 
Javier Roura gpajn 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1994 
Fiona Hayden Shrimpton Fayetteville 
B.A., Dublin City University, 1990 
James Alan Skilton Littleton 
B.S., University of Delaware, 1984 
Jesse Earl Skinner .-.Sims 
B.S., Barton College, 1988 
Thomas Michael Smith Havelock 
B.S., Park College, 1993 
Kathy Faye Williams Steele Fayetteville 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1980 
Robert R. Sutter Spring Hope 
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1974 
Billy F. Sutton Durham 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1983 
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Jeffery Alton Tant Roanoke Rapids 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1990 
John Cyril Taube Raleigh 
B.S., University of Dayton, 1991 
William Stewart Thomas Lauringburg 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1983 
Tamara Carr Wade-Roach Louisburg 
B.S., Virginia Tecnical, 1990 
Terry Wayne Whaley. Erwin 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1992 
Lee Henderson Wheeler Raleigh 
B.A., University of North Carolina, 1987 
Jennifer Lee Wilhams Chesapeake, VA 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1996 
Peter Williams Raleigh 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1988 
Mark B. Winters Apex 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1981 
Laura Page Wise Goldsboro 
B.S., Atlantic Christian College, 1989 
Juntana Wongpattanalert Thailand 
B.B.A., Bangkok University, 1993 
Sherry Dean Worrell Rocky Mount 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1992 
Kevin Thomas Young High Point 
B.S., University of North Carolina, 1987 
Georgia Karen Yount Cherryville 
B.A., Leno'r Rhyne College, 1993 
Tkmentary "Education 
Master of Education 
Gina B. Anttila 
B.S., Mt. Olive College, 1992 
Jeflery Keaton Bradley 
B.A., UNC Wilmington, 1992 
Katina Lankford Harrington 
B.A., UNC Wilmington, 1992 
Anne Wagoner Harris 
B.S., UNC Greensboro, 1993 
Vonda Kay Honeyttcutt 
B.A., UNC Wilmington, 1993 
Susan Phillips Keeling 
B.S., Georgia Southem College, 1977 
Angela Renee Jordan 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Kimberly Hughes Phillips 
B.S., Old Dominion, 1988 
Cindy Lanier Riley 
B.S.W., NC State University, 1984 
Mary Gay Shields 
B.A., Michigan State University, I960 
Cathy Belinda Munn Woodlief 
B.S., Campbell University, 1974 
Xiaoling Yao 
B.A., Xian Foreign Languages Institute, 1975 
Middk Qrades 
Wanda Tumage Barefoot 
B.S., Campbell University, 1990 
Catherine Beckett Cowling 
B.S., Campbell University, 1993 
Ashley Goodman Whittington 
B.B.A., Campbell University, 1982 
..Dunn 
..Hoffman 
..Dunn 
Secondary education 
Sheilah Gaye Newton Raleigh 
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1983 
Kimberly Gayle Woodard Raleigh 
B.A., Meredith College, 1990 
Rickie Logan Wagstaff Fuquay-Varina 
B.A., UNC Chapel Hill, 1985 
S\dmmistration 
Jack Franklin Deans Kenly 
B.S., Atlantic Christian College, 1981 
Teresa Grimes Marlowe Fayetteville 
B.S., UNC Greensboro, 1979 
Jeffrey Lee Thomas Wake Forest 
B.S., Mansfield University, 1983 
Pamela M. Tripp Durm 
B.S., Methodist College, 1981 
CounseCing 
..Long Beach 
Clayton 
Marlene Anne Gregory Lively 
B.A., West Liberty State College, 1975 
Amelia Carlton Miller 
B.S., Campbell University, 1985 
Maura Ann Parson Manchester, NH 
B.A., University of Pittsburg, 1980 
Georgia Etta Spaulding Clarkton 
B.S., Campbell University, 1992 
Lisa Cotteleer Starke Fort I 
B.S., Villanova University, 1992 
David Allen Wells, Jr Milledgeville, GA 
B.A., University of Georgia, 1973 
Master of Arts 
CounseCing 
Maria Peter Demetriou Raleigh 
B.A., University of California, 1990 
Shannon Denise Farmer Raleigh 
B.S., Meredith College, 1993 
Doris Elizabeth Fearon Columbus, GA 
B.S., Columbus College, 1987 
Jamie Leigh Harris Irving, TX 
B.S., Tarleton State University, 1988 
Leslie Lynn Kendrick Raleigh 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1993 
Robert Charles Kotin Fayetteville 
B.S., Fayetteville State University, 1992 
George Mackay Salley, Jr Gamer 
B.A., UNC Chapel Hill, 1991 
Mary Carol Sanderson Fayetteville 
B.A., UNC Wilmington, 1991 
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(Doctor of (Pfiarmacy 
Michael L. Adams Grifton 
Charles D. Allen Raeford 
B.S., Pembroke State University, 1987 
Wanda A. Askew Buies Creek 
Craig C. Barlow Richmond, VA 
Jeannette K. Bechert Oakland, NJ 
Sherry R. Blevins Miller's Creek 
Rock A. Boney Wallace 
B.A., NC State University, 1988 
Wiley B. Brantley Zebulon 
Edwin R. Brewer Coats 
B.S., Campbell University, 1990 
Karyn T. Britt Charlotte 
B.S., Duke University, 1991 
Shelia E. Britt Biscoe 
B.S., NC State University, 1991 
Susan D. Brown White Oak 
Amette G. Bullard Charlotte 
James D. Burrell Wake Forest 
B.A. 1984, B.S. 1987, UNC Chapel Hill 
Mark E. Chaparro Mt. Holly 
Michael F. Chicella Cary 
B.S., UNC Chapel Hill, 1991 
Laura B. Church Charlotte 
John Winfield Cline Raleigh 
Huyla G. Coker Elizabeth City 
B.S., UNC Chapel Hill, 1994 
Shaimon S. Cook Bristol, TN 
B.A., Carson Newman, 1988 
Tracy A. Crews Rural Hall 
Angela H. Elliott Coats 
Johima M. Enloe Westfield 
Gregory D. Fox Asheboro 
B.S., Lenoir-Rhyne, 1991 
Ashely R. Furman Greenville 
Helen T. Giannopoulos Winston-Salem 
Elizabeth A. Gibson Laurel Hill 
B.S., Campbell University, 
Evan G. Gliptis ; Hershey, PA 
B.S., Hampden-Syndney College, 1989 
Dina L. Hall Autryville 
Jennifer P. Herring Sanford 
Bonnie B. Hooten Fayetteville 
B.S., Valdosta State, 1990 
Laura W. Howard Greenville, SC 
Vincent P. Howard Greenville, SC 
Erin E. Hufman Somerset, PA 
Denise L. Huggins Hope Mills 
Dawn M. Javino Ridgefield, NJ 
B.S., Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, 1992 
Joni K. Johnson Winston-Salem 
Michael D. Jones New Castle, VA 
Sagoo A. Kapur Roselle Park, NJ 
B.S., Rutgers College of Pharmacy, 1990 
Taffy H. Klaassen Belhaven 
Stephanie D. Larsen Richmond, VT 
Douglas E. Lester. Gilbert, WV 
Jeffery P. Lobo Huntington, WV 
C.Craig Marshall Chesapeake, VA 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1991 
Laura K. McArthur Red Spnngs 
B.S., Meredith College, 1992 
Peggy O. McPhail Lillington 
Sandip S. Mehta Fayetteville 
Jeffrey B. Mercer Granite Falls 
Angela N. Milton Oxford 
Amy J. Moore Reidsville 
Julie P. Moose China Grove 
Angela C. Mumford Benson 
Walton P. O'Neal III Belhaven 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1989 
Jennifer S. Obenrader Oil City, PA 
Allison J. Parrish Smithfield 
Johnston Community College, 1989 
Wilham A. Phelps Asheville 
Bobby C. Phillips Greensboro 
B.S., UNC Greensboro, 1987 
Daniel B. Seavers Charlotte 
Emily K. Severt Gastonia 
John G. Shepherd Durham 
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1992 
Cathleen L. Sherritt Ft. Bragg 
Denise M. Staley. Pittsboro 
Monica N. Stonefield Raleigh 
Tammy J. Stowe Danville, VA 
Jennifer M. Sutton Greensboro 
Barbara H. Swartout Parkton 
Kristen E. Thomas Warreirton, VA 
Kenrick W. Thompson Biscoe 
June A. Tuning Durham 
B.S., West Virginia University, 1976 
Dana L. Warren Clinton 
B.S., Meredith College, 1992 
Joyce L. White Murfreesboro 
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Juris (Doctor 
Mark Torrence Aderhold Wilson 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Jennifer Susan Ahlers Charlotte 
B.A., UNC-Wilmington, 1990 
Jeffrey Tyrone Ammons Pendleton, SC 
B.A., University South Carolina, 1992 
Jonathan Cloyce Anders New Bern 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Phillip Augustine Baddour 111 Goldsboro 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Benjamin Wilson Baucom Kannapolis 
B.S., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
William O'Brien Beesch Greensboro 
B.A., University Florida, 1980 
Mary Elizabeth Ward Bowen.. Greensboro 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Catherine Mary Ann Miller Bowery. Hialeah, FL 
B.A., College of William & Mary, 1993 
Joy Hoskin Brewer Bat Cave 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Charles McKinley Brittain 111 Stedman 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
Derek Keane Brown Greenville 
B.A., N.C. A & T State, 3/3 Program 
Katherine Marie Casola Bush Durham 
B.S., University of Cincinnati, 1992 
Nancy Michelle Butler Florence SC 
B.A., University of Central Florida, 1993 
Jennifer Shine Carroll Charlotte 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Karen Adams Carson Carv 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1990 
J. Scott Coalter. Austin, Texas 
B.A., University of Texas at Austin, 1989 
Scott David Conrad Boone 
B.A., Appalachian State University, 1992 
Jessica Suzanne Cook Hickory 
B.A., Meredith College, 1993 
Vemon Stuart Couch Asheboro 
B.A., Duke University, 1987 
Ginger Lynn Crosby Cherryville 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
Elizabeth Wood Crossley Greensboro 
B.S., Davidson College, 1991 
Valerie Canfield Danyluk Baton Rouge, LA 
B.A., Louisiana State, 1993 
Cynthia Anne Pinelli Daub Southem Pines 
B.A., Elon College, 1992 
•"o Ann deJoumette Thurmond 
B.A., St. Andrews Presbyterian College, 1987 
Arthur Anthony Donadio Raleigh 
B.A., Middlebury College, 1990 
Howard Blake Eaddy Raleigh 
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1990 
William Lewis Ellison, Jr Beaufort 
B.A. Campbell University, 1993 
Tanji Leigh Bradley Etheridge Raleigh 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1992 
Meredith Pierce Ezzell Wilmington 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
David Patrick Ferrell Stephens City, VA 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Francis Wilkinson Folger. Raleigh 
B.A., Davidson College, 1988 
Anthony Edward Forsberg Charleston, SC 
B.A., College of Charleston, 1992 
Robert Parrish Freeman, Jr. Signal Mtn TN 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
George Glenn Gerding Wineate 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Jacqueline Michelle Goble Lenoir 
B.A., Campbell University, 1991; MBA, 1993 
Shannon Elizabeth Hall Hartsville SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina, 1991 
Sherwood Christopher Henderson New Bern 
B.A., Davidson College, 1992 
Mose LeSesne Highsmith Wilmineton 
B.A., Saint Leo College, 1989 
David Neal Hiilton stem 
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1992 
Chad E. Hogston Roanoke, VA 
B.A., James Maddison University, 1993 
David Michale Holton Charleston, SC 
B.A., College of Charleston, 1988 
Johna Mae Howard Deep Run 
B.S., Wake Forest University, 1991 
William Earle Hubbard Raleigh 
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1992 
Bonnor Edgar Hudson III Lumberton 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1979 
Gregory Daniel Huffman Hickory 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1993 
Hope Marie Hutto Winston-Salem 
B.A., Salisbury State University, 3/3 Program 
Terry Light Joyner. Smithfield 
B.S., East Carolina University, 1993 
Kerrie Christine Kessing Kitty Hawk 
North Carolina State University, 1991 
Sharon Ann Keyes Ludlow, MA 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1991 
Sarah McDonald Kirkman Statesville 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
John Gavin Knight Winston-Salem 
B.A., Wake Forest, 1986 
Robert Howard Lacey, Jr. NewlanH 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Laura Lee Lizak Holden Beach 
B.A., The University of Miami, 1989 
Karen Theresa Lominac Bladenhnrn 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Mary Margaret McEachera Wilmington 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Gerald L. McKinney, Jr South Boston, VA 
B.A., VA. Commonwealth University, 1993 
Jack Elton McLamb III Benson 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
David Guigou Martin Wilmington 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
Walter Gregory Merritt Bessemer City 
B.S., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1990 
Joel Hart Miles, Jr. Raleieh 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
George Washington Miller III Durham 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1990 
Theodore Fuller Mitchell Fuquay Varina 
B.A., Clemson University, 1990, MA., 1992 
Stephanie Lynn Mitchiner. Durham 
B.S., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Michael D. Moore Cohasset, MN 
B.A., University of North Dakota, 1986 
Elwood Neil Morris Mavsville 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Deirdre Hudythe Nachamie Lincokton 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1992 
James Gregory Newton Benson 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
William Harold Nixon, Jr Spartanburg SC 
B.A., The Citadel, 1993 
Stephen Holmes Novak .New Bern 
B.A., University of the South, 1992 
Joseph W. Osman (^arv 
B.A., Pembroke State University, 1993 
Paul Joseph Osowski Fuquay Varina 
B.S., Wake Forest University, 1990 
Ashlie Deane Parrish Charlotte 
B.S., North Carolina State University, 1993 
Nathaniel Jacob Poovey Newton 
B.A., The Citadel, 1993 
Brent David Ratchford Gastonia 
B.S., UNC-Charlotte, 1992 
Lori Ann Renn Henderson 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Elizabeth Campbell Rivers Raleieh 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Christopher Alan Rogerson Kinston 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
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Catherine Elizabeth Ross Fayetteville 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1987 
John Harrison Ross Enfield 
B.S. East Carolina University, 1992 
Sidney Vann Sauls.. 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Warren Tobin Savage IV.., 
..McGee's Crossroads 
..Raleigh 
B.A., University of Virginia, 1986 
Jennifer Heyman Seate Winchester, VA 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
George Robert Shade III Asheville 
B.A., Appalachian State University, 1991 
Heather Ann McGrotty Shade Asheville 
B.A., King College, 1991 
Michelle Trivette Shepherd West Jefferson 
B.S., Appalachian State University, 1993 
Joanna Matheny Shober. Coats 
B.A., Liberty University, 1985 
Laura Kathryn Slocumb Plymouth 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1991 
Russell Charles Smith Raeford 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1980 
S. Avery Smith Havelock 
B.S., Park College, 1992 
Brent Wayne Stephens 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
..Hillsborough 
John Hoyte Stulz III Eden 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Frank G. Swindell, Jr. Kinston 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Pennie Miller Thrower. Greensboro 
B.A., UNC Greensboro, 1988 
Richard James Twomey Burlington 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1992 
Jerry Howard Walters, Jr. Gastonia 
B.A., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1993 
Laura Watts Whitley Taylorsville 
B.A., Meredith College, 1992 
Wesley Darrell Whitley Denton 
B.A., North Carolina State University, 1993 
Nancy Kyle Wilkinson Petersburg, VA 
B.A , Longwood College, 1990 
Leslie Meredith Williams Shelby 
B.S., UNC-Chapel Hill, 1990 
Laura Susan Wilson Fayetteville 
B.A., Campbell University, 1993 
Lance Archer Wootton Raleigh 
B.A., Wake Forest University, 1992 
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graduation witfi ^ Academic Ohnors 
Not all students with exemplary records and exceptional grade point averages will earn academic honors at Campbell University. 
In addition to maintaining a high cumulative grade point average, those who qualify for academic honors must (1) complete a 
minimum of 60 semester hours at Campbell in a five-year period immediately preceding graduation, (2) must maintain a grade 
point average at Campbell equal to the minimum stated GPA requirement for that honor, (3) must meet or exceed the stated GPA 
requirement for the honor on any and all transfer work from regionally accredited institutions, and (4) must not have a grade of 
"F" in the record, whether at Campbell or as a transfer credit. 
Students who meet these conditions and who achieve a grade point average of 3.25 will be graduated cum laude, those with a grade 
point average of 3.50 will be graduated magna cum laude, and those with a grade point average of 3.75 will be graduated summa 
cum laude. 
graduation mth (Distinction 
Candidates in the Master of Business Administration and Master of Education degree programs who graduate with perfect 4.0 
grade point averages earn the honor of graduating with Distinction. 
graduation witfi !Honors 
The 9{prman Adrian 'Wiggins ScfiooC of Laiv 
Honors are awarded to those graduation students who are in the top ten percent or who have a cumulative average of 83.000 
or higher. 
Kathy Lynn Allison 
Alex David Alvarez 
Carl David Brownlee 
Jerri Ann Calcote 
Marck Erubey del Castillo 
Kathy Jane Casde 
Yik Chau Chew 
Pei Ting Choong 
Kathryn E. Cook 
Russell Wayne Cooper 
Christopher L. Cox 
Kenneth Aaron Cox 
Jennifer McGowan Cunningham 
Daniel James Cushing 
Alice Jeanning Davis 
Scott Michael Davis 
Marcia Lorraine Dudley 
Christopher Keith Ellis 
Keith N. Errickson 
Lonzie McCray Evans 
Angela Carol Allred 
John B. Amaker 111 
Amy Elizabeth Apicella 
Bruce R. Ashford, Jr. 
Felix William Bala, Jr. 
Brenda Crosby Beckelheimer 
Holly Coffey Becton 
Shannon Douglas Brown, Jr. 
Tabitha NiCole Butler 
Stephen D. Childs 
Karin Annette Cole 
Wendy Denise Compton 
Joseph Clyde D'Cruz 
Timothy Michael Daurity 
Gregory Dwight Downs 
Jonathan Wesley Edwards 
Rickie M. Foor 
Elaine Lea Freeman 
Cum Laude 
Lori-EIlen Colleen Foster 
Donna Marie Grimsley 
Emily Caroline Henderson 
Denelle Louise Hicks 
Sherri Cameron Hubbell 
Jennifer Renee Hudson 
Catherine Lynn Hunt 
Paul Douglas Ivey, Jr. 
Shelia Marie Jefferies 
Loreice Jernigan 
James Allen Johnson 
Jennifer Jean Kendrick 
Kevin M. Kenyon 
Kenya Cherisse Kilgore 
Kok Liang Koot 
Kimberly Ann Kozikowski 
Chun Yun Lau 
Todd Arthur Lipman 
Megan J. Loux 
Ricky Edward Mathews 
Magmi Cum Laude 
Carrie L. Gagnon 
Darlene Finniss Gainus 
Linda B. Gibbons 
Donna Marie Gibbs 
Cynthia Ann Phillips Groskreutz 
Anthony Albert Hayes 
Heather Michelle Hennessee 
Susannah Odell Hill 
David Lee Hilyard 
Jennifer Lynn Hobbs 
Debra Mae Hoffman-McGill 
Lori Grant Jennings 
Desma Brooke Johnson 
Melissa Renee Krot 
Matthew Floyd Laney 
Woo Liang Lau 
Elizabeth T. Lee 
Michelle Lea Little 
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Michael R. McClanahan 
Melissa Renee Mullins 
Wendy Sue Offutt-Cooper 
Gloria Jean Osbome 
Beth Suddreth Pence 
Rose Mary Pyle 
Kristine Ruth Rannow 
Alberto Perry Saenz 
Robin Marie Siletzky 
Henry Barnes Spradlin 
Joseph R. Sprin le 
Theresa F. Stefar -ski 
Yen Kwang Tan 
Caroline McCord Thatcher 
Ashlie Leah Thompson 
Richard Velazquez 
Jennifer Corinne Warner 
Brian Wayne Williamson 
David Allen Wulff 
Gail Sports Long 
Doretta R. Mongold 
Kasey Jeaneen Monroe 
Ruth Anne Lemerise Moretz 
George Luis Nieves 
Yvonne Monique Patterson 
Karen Elizabeth Hubacker Pierson 
Terry A. Rademan 
Brooke Renee Rankin 
Bonnie L. Ray 
Daniel M. Redding 
Kelly Glen Seiber 
Timothy Shane Stevens 
Karl David Straub 
Cathy Ann Traylor 
Alisha Jean Tumage 
Terrilee Tygart 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jeremy Stewart Bass 
Marcia Kay Bineham 
Giles E. Blankenship 
Nancy Dale Boyd 
Charles Thomas Bright, Jr. 
Olga Gritsenko Bystroff 
Elisabeth Ann Cope 
Jaye Danette Crouse 
Melissa Lynn Culbreath 
Eric Nathan Davidson 
Lydia Ann Julianna Denslow 
Suzette F. Gamblin 
Bethany Dawn Gibson 
James David Greear 
Brian Patrick Hayes 
Elizabeth Ann Hillard-Scrivner 
William Scott Howell 
Billy Joe Hutson, Jr. 
Geoffrey E. Jones 
Carolyn Powell Joyner 
William E. Joyner, Jr. 
Timothy Gene Kennedy 
Susan Mann Lacy 
Heather Marie Lancaster 
Clifton Raymond Lloyd 
Janice I. Medina 
Andrew B. Meyer 
William Anton Meznarich, Jr. 
Connie Barham Miller 
Lou Ellen Morgan 
Russell Lee Napier 
Todd Christopher Norris 
Richard Paul Reese 
Kimberly Grace Scott 
David Lathrop Shook 
Jane Frances Sokoloski 
Ingrid Michelle Spruill 
Phillip John Strach 
Robert Nelson Thigpen 
Timothy C. Wilson 
Christopher R. C. Young 
GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Harry Coolidge Brown 
Mary Robin Edge 
Matthew P. Groover 
Jacquelyne Leggett Lewis 
Todd Christopher Norris 
Laurence Frank Palazzolo 
Orven Russell Phipps 
Marlene Ann Porter 
Daniel M. Redding 
Edward L. Reyelts 
Fiona Hayden Shrimpton 
Jennifer Lee Williams 
GRADUATES WITH DISTINCTION MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Lisa Cotteleer Starke 
Craig C. Barlow 
Edwin R. Brewer 
Shelia E. Britt 
Mark E. Chaparro 
Tracy A. Crews 
Jeanette K. Bechert 
Sherry R. Blevins 
Johnna E. Enloe 
Laura W. Howard 
Dawn M. Javino 
Michael L. Adams 
Rock A. Boney 
Karyn T. Britt 
Michael F. Chicella 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY-HONORS 
CUM LAUDE 
Evan G. Gliptis 
Erin E. Hufman 
Joni K. Johnson 
Jeffery P. Lobo 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Michael D. Jones 
C. Craig Marshall 
Sandip S. Mehta 
Jeffrey B. Mercer 
Jennifer D. Obenrader 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Laura B. Church 
Huyla G. Coker 
Angela H. Elliott 
Gregory D. Fox 
Julie P. Moose 
Walton P. O'Neal III 
Kenrick W. Thompson 
June A. Tuning 
William A. Phelps 
Bobby C. Phillips 
J. Greene Shepherd 
Kristen E. Thomas 
Joyce L. White 
Sagoo A. Kapur 
Denise M. Staley 
Jennifer M. Sutton 
Dana L. Warren 
SCHOOL OF LAW-HONORS 
CUM LAUDE 
J. Scott Coalter 
George Glenn Gerding 
Paul Joseph Osowski 
Ashlie Deane Parrish 
Elizabeth Campbell Rivers 
Catherine Elizabeth Ross 
John Harrison Ross 
Jerry Howard Walters, Jr. 
Ginger Lynn Crosby 
Walter Gregory Merritt 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Warren Tobin Savage IV Russell Charles Smith 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Brent Wayne Stephens 
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The S^ ademic ^Procession 
of Bachelor of Applied Science 
of Bachelor of Health Science 
of 
of 
of 
of 
Bachelor of 
Bachelor of 
Bachelor of 
Bachelor of 
The centuries-old pageantry of the academic procession dates from ancient traditions rooted in the early universities. Since 
the first academic ceremonies were predominantly in charge of the clergy, they followed the familiar order of the religious 
procession, the younger and newer groups preceded the older. The highest honor was to be placed at the end of the procession. 
Today's academic procession, in order of appearance, is composed of the candidates for degrees: members of the faculty; 
members of the Board of Trustees; members of the Presidential Board of Advisors, and members of the platform party. 
Chief Marshal and Mace Bearer 
Candidates for the Degree of Associate in Arts 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
the Degree 
Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Faculty of the Lundy-Fetterman School of Business 
Faculty of the Campbell University School of Education 
Faculty of the Campbell University Divinity School 
Faculty of the Campbell University School of Pharmacy 
Faculty of the Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law 
Candidates for Honorary Degrees 
Program Dignitaries 
Commencement Marsfia[s 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Candidates for 
Business Administration 
Science 
Arts 
Social Work 
of Master of Business Administration 
of Master of Education 
of Master of Arts 
of Doctor of Pharmacy 
of Juris Doctor 
9^acuCty (Mars/iaf 
James I. Martin, Sr. 
Associate Professor, Department of Government and History 
(MemBers of tFie !Honor Societies 
Leari LaVonne Adcox 
Amy Carol Allison 
Christy P. Barber 
Jatana K. Byrd 
Stephanie Elaine Hayes 
Karla Beth Parker 
Tracie L. Sullivan 
Kimberly Sumner 
Senior Class Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary/T reasurer 
President 
Vice-President 
Executive Secretary 
Treasurer 
Day Student President 
Women's Campus President 
Honor Council 
Conduct Council 
Student government dissociation Officers 
Phillip Strach 
Amy J. Hall 
Amy Jones 
Chris Carroll 
Derek Sides 
Brandy Berry 
Chad Smith 
Angela Crawford 
Kara Kretzu 
Chris Carroll 
David Clippard 
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CampbeUUniversity's "Purpose 
Campbell University is a university of the liberal arts, sciences, and professions which is committed to 
helping students develop an integrated Christian personality characterized by a wholeness that includes; a 
method of critical judgment; an appreciation of our intellectual, cultural, and religious heritage; and a 
sensitive awareness of the world and society in which they live and work with persons. 
Campbell University is a Baptist university affiliated with the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina. 
Both in and out of the classroom, the University endeavors to present Christian principles to students and 
to foster their application to daily life. 
The purpose of Campbell University arises out of three basic theological and Biblical presuppositions: 
learning is appointed and conserved by God as essential to the fulfillment of human destiny; in Christ, all 
things consist and find ultimate unity; and the Kingdom of God in this world is rooted and grounded in 
Christian community. 
Therefore, the mission of Campbell University, as a community of Christian scholars, is to: 
Provide students with the option of a Christian world view; 
Bring the Word of God, Mind of Christ, and Power of the Spirit to bear in developing moral courage, social 
sensitivity, and ethical responsibility that will inspire a productive and faithful maturation as individuals and 
as citizens; 
Transfer from one generation to the next the vast body of knowledge and values accumulated over the ages; 
Encourage creativity, imagination, and rigor in the use of intellectual skills; 
Affirm the University's commitment to the belief that truth is never one-dimensional but in wholeness is 
revelatory, subjective, and transcendent as well as empirical, objective, and rational, and that all truth finds 
its unity in the mind of Christ; 
Frame University teaching in the context of a liberal arts education seeking to free persons to live more 
abundantly and securely in an ever-changing social order; 
Foster stewardship in nurturing the gifts of the mind and in developing aesthetic sensibilities; 
Equip students with superior vocational skills, productive insights, and professional integrity; 
Provide a community of learning that is committed to the pursuit, discovery, and dissemination of 
knowledge to serve the region as well as national and international communities; 
Prepare students for purposeful lives through undergraduate, graduate, and professional instruction 
including terminal graduate and professional programs; 
Provide services to the general community through research efforts, continuing education, and cultural 
programs; 
Cooperate with other educational institutions for the advancement of mankind. 
This University sees the human vocation as living by faith under grace, with no conflict between the life of 
faith and the life of inquiry. 
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The ^esidentiaf MedaCCion 
The Presidential Medallion and Chain were commissioned by the trustees and 
designed byJohn Satterfield of Greenville, North Carolina. 
The Chain bears six seals representing the different stages of the academic growth 
of Campbell University from an academy to a university along with the seals of the 
Baptist State Convention of North Carolina and Tunku Abdul Rahman College 
of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
The Medallion represents the design of the University Mace. The University Seal 
is supportedby two phalanges and supports the Celtic Cross. The Presidential 
Medallion and Chain are symbolsof the office of the President of Campbell 
University. 
CampSeCC University Mace 
An academic custom that originated in the sixteenth century is part of today's 
commencement ceremonies. The academic procession is led by the Commence­
ment Marshal, carrying the official mace of Campbell University. Although not as 
ornate as the first mace presented by Queen Elizabeth I to Oxford University in 1589, 
the Campbell University mace is steeped in tradition and purpose! 
The Campbell University Mace, a gift to the university by the Board of Trustees 
was designed by John Satterfield of Greenville, North Carolina. 
The design of the mace incorporates features signifying the Christian purpose of 
Campbell University. The mace's boss is a sphere topped by the Celtic Cross and 
supported by six flanges. The Celtic Cross represents the early and continuing faith 
of the Christians who settled the Cape Fear Region and who were instrumental in 
establishing Campbell University. 
The Sphere represents the world which Campbell University is committed to serve 
through sons and daughters of alma mater and the daily work of the faculty and staff 
of the university. The flanges represent the support of friends, churches, founda­
tions, mstitutions, alumni and the Baptist State Convention of North Carolina The 
seals within the flanges represent the history of Campbell University since its 
inception in 1887 and are the authority under which the university bestows degrees. 
Originally an instrument for battle, the mace has a fascinating history in academic 
ceremonies. In 1589, the first record of a mace being awarded to a university 
occurred when Queen Elizabeth I visited Oxford University. At a special convoca-
fion held in her honor, the students, speaking in Latin, were lavish in their praise and 
flattery of the Queen, pretending to love her. They assumed she was unfamiliar with 
Latin. As a gesture of her thanks. Queen Elizabeth I stood and gave an eloquent 
speech in flawless Latin and presented Oxford with her royal mace. 
The second record of a mace being presented to a university was in 1629, when King 
Charles I presented his royal mace to Cambridge. Thereafter it became customary 
in the British Isles and throughout Europe, for the mace to be used at all ceremonial 
academic occasions. In the United States, the mace came into use during the 
nineteenth century when academic ceremonies were modeled on European customs 
and became more elaborate. 
Today s bearer of the mace is Dr. James I. Martin, associate professor of Govern­
ment and History. 
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Of Trustees 
J.D. Blizzard John F. Griffin, Jr. 
Lewis E. Boroughs Robert A. Harris 
Audrey Bridger John C. Howard, Jr. 
Houston N. Brisson Doris A. Jackson 
Raymond A. Bryan, Jr. Joan Johnson 
William E. (Ed) Byrd Thomas J. Keith 
David Clark Minnie Lamm 
Jack F.Coffey Thomas Franklin Lanier 
David W. Crocker Tom Lewis 
James H. Crossingham, Jr. RayL. Myrick 
Helen Currin Sadie Neel 
Kennieth S. Etheridge DeLeon Parker 
KeithG. Finch WilliamE.Poe 
Thomas S. Fleming MilfordQuinn 
Eugene Floyd Vema B. Respass 
Thomas M. Freeman Clyde J. Rhyne 
James R. (Bud) Garver 
J.LeonRumley 
EarlE.Ryals 
Loreen Smith 
Robert C. Soles, Sr. 
DanE. Stewart 
Bobby Strickland 
Frederick H. T aylor 
Edgar A. Thomas, Sr. 
Ernest A. Thompson 
Mary Alice Ward 
Jack G. Watts 
Clarence C. Willoughby 
Ed Wilson 
Harry Womble 
Benjamin L. Wright 
TresicCentiaC "Board Of Advisors 
Charles A. (Chick) Adams, Jr. Lucille L.Ellis Gale D. Johnson Thomas Rush 
Hoover Adams Cyms J. Faircloth Ray M. Joyner Ethel E. Sauls 
Leroy Adams D.M. (Lauch) Faircloth John B. Kerr, Jr. Louis W. Sewell, Jr. 
AlexanderF. Alexander Annabelle L. Fetterman DanKingsmore David L. Shaw 
Jesse C. Alphin, Sr. Lewis M. Fetterman, Sr. Eunice B.Kinlaw Caton A. Shermer 
GardnerH. Altman, Jr. Joe D. Floyd, Sr. EdmondH. Liles, Jr. Ruth C.Shirley 
Daniel B. Andrews Edwin R. Fuller Thomas J. (Jack) Lynch William A. Shore 
Joseph W. Baggett Charles W. Gaddy Charles S. Manooch III James B. Sides 
Guilford W. Bass, Sr. T. Harry Gatton WilliamC. Marshbum G.Dana Slack 
Woodrow P. Bass Charles W. Gibbes Frank T. Maser Willard D. Small 
R. Donald Beard James Ray Gilley Hugh Gordon Maxwell III J.Wilton Smith 
Douglas D. Brendle 0. W. (Bill) Godwin, Jr. Michael S. McLamb Marshall L.Smith 
I. Murchison Biggs Emerson F. Gower, Jr. John R. Meredith Donald W. Sneeden 
Bobbie A. Brown R. Wensell Grabarek Harry D. (Pete) Murphy M. Durwood Stephenson 
Newman D. Buck James A. Graham Bobby L. Murray David N. Stroud 
William L. Bums, Jr. C.Albert Gregory Ocie F. Murray, Jr. Samuel A. Sue 
David Callahan Dan L. Griffin VanceB.Neal Robert V. Suggs 
Gladys B. Campbell Bobby R. Hall James L. Nichols, Jr. Alleine Taylor 
WilliamF.Carl Oscar N. Harris James R. Nisbet Frederick L. Taylor, II 
Charles D. Cato WillardB. Harris Wilham S.Ogden Robert T. Taylor 
Russell T. Cherry, Jr. Blanton A. Hartness, Sr. F. Roger Page, Jr. W. W. Taylor, Jr. 
Robert G. (Bob) Clawson William Rufus Hartness William T.Page JohnM. Tew, Jr. 
Kerry W. Clippard, Sr. John T. Henley Walter R. Pierce Edgar A. Thomas, Jr. 
Edna Coates Edith Herring John W. Pope, Sr. Richard L. Thome 
James R. Coats Juanita S. Hight William Ray Pope EdwardB. Titmus 
L. Lloyd Coats, Jr. Robert Hill JeffPorter Garland W. Tuton 
W.Carl Coleman Frank B. Holding William A. Powell H. H. (Nick) Weaver 
Donald D. Culp Ester H.Howard P. C. Purvis John H. Wellons 
H. Randolph Currin, Jr. K. Bruce Howard Thomas L. Rich, Jr. Harold B.Wells 
Mae 1. Danner Lewis E. Hubbard Ruth J. Richards George T. Williams 
Susie A. Danner Perry G. Hudspeth J.P. Riddle WilliamM. Womble, Sr. 
Janis S. Dempster Samuel H. Huffstetler, Jr. Joseph P. (Joe) Riddle III Billy Woodard 
Marshall S. Eakes Henry G, Hutaff, Sr. NetaT. Riley Harvey T. Wright II 
William H. Edmondson Edward H. Johnson Clarence E. Roberts Larry E.Wright 
Merle W. Edwards, Jr. Finley R. Johnson A. Lee Royal Henry B. Wyche, Jr. 
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The Tradition Of Academie Attire 
Academic festivals like today's commencement ceremonies have their roots in medieval Europe. Medieval institutions of higher learning customarily were operated 
by monastic orders where students as well as their instructors wore monk's habits. In 1321, the University of Coimbra (Portugal) required all bachelors, licentiates 
(masters), and doctors of theology to wear monastic gowns-the first such recorded injunction. It is still the custom of students and instructors at the ancient 
universities of the British Isles - Oxford, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews - to wear their gowns to lectures and in their daily affairs. 
Onginally, the hood was a head covering, the monk's tippet, and was worn by holders of either a master's or a doctoral degree. When caps came into fashion during 
the fifteenth century, the hoods were draped down the back and ornamented with rich silk or velvet linings and edgings. 
The cap was first conferred as a symbol of the master's degree and varied greatly in style from institution to institution. Some were stiff, some soft, some square, 
and still others round. All were decorated with a tuft at the center; today's tassel is an elaboration of that tuft. The mortarboard style, generally followed throughout 
the United States, was borrowed from Oxford University, where the flat-topped cap is customarily worn by those holding the Master of Arts degree. 
In the United States, the practice of wearing academic dress dates from 1754, when King George II chartered King's College (now Columbia University) and transferred 
the academic regulations from the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. Colonial colleges, however, rejected the scarlet robes of the English institutions in favor 
of black ones as preferred by Puritan clergy. 
During most of the nineteenth century, American colleges and universities had no standard style of academic dress. Only rarely did imdergraduates wear gowns 
during commencement exercises. Many faculty wore the garb of the English institutions where they received their degree, while others wore robes of their own, 
often eccentric, design. Few faculty wore hoods and mortarboards. These were assumed to be articles of ecclesiastical dress, more appropriate for bishops than 
professors. 
In 1895, a commission of leading American educators, mostly from the Ivy League colleges, was established to devise a standard for academic attire. As a result, 
black was adopted as the standards for academic robes. Undergraduates were required to wear a simple, unadorned black robe with a mortarboard and black tassel. 
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts were required to wear a simple robe with the sleeves cut through exposing the hands and lower arms. Holders of the 
doctorate were to wear full robes with full sleeves. Panels of velvet down the front and on chevrons appearing on the sleeves gave them a more richly ornamented 
appearance. 
The hoods of those receiving graduate degrees vary m shape and size. The larger, more heavily decorated hood signifies the doctoral degree. The trimming around 
the edge of the hood varies in color and designates the particular discipline of the degree holder. The colors used in the satin linings are drawn, customarily, from 
the official colors of the granting institution. The linings in hoods conferred by Campbell University are orange and black. 
The American Council on Education established official colors for academic fields and include: white for arts and letter: scarlet for theology or divinity; drab for 
business administration, commerce and accountancy; copper for economics; light blue for education; brown for fine arts; purple for law; lemon for library science; 
green for medicine; silver gray for oratory; dark blue for philosophy; sage green for physical education; yellow-gold for science; citron for social science; and 
pink for music. 
The American University Red and White and Royal 
Auburn University Burnt Orange and Royal 
Baylor University Green and Gold 
Boston College Maroon and Bright Gold 
Brigham Young University White and Wedgewood Blue 
Cahfomia State University at Fullerton Royal Blue and White 
Campbell University Orange and Black 
The Catholic University of America Gold and White 
College of William and Mary Green and Gray and Gold 
Columbia University (School of Law) Light Blue and White 
Cornell University Red and White 
DePaul University Royal and Red 
Drury College Gray and Scarlet 
Duke University Duke Blue and White 
East Carolina University Purple and Gold 
Emory University Navy Blue and Gold 
Florida State University Garnet and Gold 
Francis Marion University Red and White and Blue 
George Mason University Green and Gold 
George Washington University Deep Blue and Buff 
Georgetown University Gray and Royal 
Indiana University Crimson and Cream 
Marquette University Royal and Gold 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy Gold and Olive Green 
Medical College of Virginia Green and White 
Memphis State University Royal and Gray 
Mercer University Orange and Black 
Michigan State University Green and White 
Middle Tennessee State University Royal and White 
Mississippi State University White and Maroon 
Monmouth College Royal and White 
New York University Violet 
Newport University Dark Blue and Dark Orange 
North Carolina State University at Raleigh Red and White 
North Texas State University Green and White 
Northeast Louisiana University Maroon and Gold 
Northern Baptist Theological Seminary Red and White 
Northwestern University Purple and White 
Peabody College of Vanderbilt University Old Gold and Black 
Pennsylvania State University Navy and White 
Purdue University Black and Old Gold 
Queens University Green and White 
Rutgers University Scarlet 
Southem Baptist Theological Seminary Scarlet and Gold 
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary Royal and Silver 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary Royal Blue and White 
Springfield College Maroon and White 
St. Francis College Royal and Red 
St. Louis University White and Royal Blue 
Temple University White and Red 
Texas A and I Royal and Gold 
Tulane University Green and Lt. Blue 
United States Military Academy Gray and Gold and Black 
University of Arizona Red and Royal 
University of Arkansas Cardinal and White 
University of California-Riverside Gold and Yale Blue 
University of Cambridge Scarlet 
University of Cincinnati Red and Black 
University of Georgia Scarlet and Black 
University of Hawaii, John A. Bums School of Medicine Green and White 
University of Illinois Navy Blue and Orange 
University of Maryland Black and Old Gold 
University of Michigan Gold and Columbia Blue 
University of Minnesota Old Gold and Maroon 
University of Nebraska Medical Center Red and White 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Light Blue and White 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro Gold and White 
University of Oklahoma Crimson and Cream 
University of Rhode Island White and Royal 
University of South Carolina Garnet and Black 
University of Southwestern Louisiana Red and White 
University of Szeged Red and Black 
University of Tennessee White and Orange 
University of Texas Orange and White 
University of Toronto Scarlet 
University of Virginia Navy Blue and Orange 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Maroon and Orange 
Wake Forest University Old Gold and Black 
Washington and Lee University Royal and White 
Yale University Solid Royal 
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"Ifie "Parting Hymn 
LEAD ON, a KING ETERNAL Henry T. Smart 
Lead On, O King Eternal, The day of march has come; 
Henceforth in fields of conquest. Thy tents shall be our home; 
Through days of preparation. Thy grace has made us strong, 
And Now, O King Eternal, We lift our battle song. 
Lead On, O King Eternal, We follow not with fears; 
For gladness breaks like morning. Where'er Thy face appears; 
Thy cross is lifted o'er us; We journey in its light. 
Thy crown awaits the conquest; Lead On, O God of Might. Amen 
Mma Mater 
We hail our gracious Alma Mater 
Singing this glad refrain 
We'll honor her with all our might. 
And cherish every vein. 
Chorus 
Come and sing to dear ol' Campbell, 
Pledge a tribute too. 
We'll praise her for all her merit. 
And honor her with truth. 
We yield to her our true allegiance. 
Raising her banner high. 
We'll stand with her thru peace and strife, 
Her name will never die. 
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BUIE'S CREEK ACADEMY, 
BUIE'S CREEK, N.C. 
i f CLOSING EXERCISES. 
Friday, May 20th, 1887. , 
PROGRAMME. ' 
1. Bringing the Sheaves (Song).... BY THE SCHO)!. 
2. Salutatory. JOHNNIE S. PEARSON, Bute's Creek 
3. Our Dutv (Declamation) D. W. SALMON, Lillington 
4. Honey Mtxin Waltz (Duet)... MlSSES LEOLA CROWDERand MlNNlE BARNTS 
5. People Will Talk (Recitation) FLOSSIE BYRD, Buie s Creek. 
6. A Boy's Complaint.............. JAS. H. BLALOCK, Myatt's Mill 
7. Woman a Factor in XIX Century Civilization R. T KENNEDY, Troyville 
8. Black Hawk Waltz Mlss EMMA BYRD, Averyshorii 
9. All for Bread and Butter (Concert Rec.) NINE YOIJNG LADIES 
10. Woman's Rights (Dec.) W. E. RYALS, Trowille 
11. The Right Kind ot Men C. C. BETTS, Winsljiw 
12. Whisper Waltz (Duet) Miss ELLA FARKERJUJ MR. W. MCNEILL 
13. Life Ls Wliat You Make It (Dec.) HARVEY M. HOLLEMAN, ApfHt 
14. Death of a Drunkard's Boy (Rec.) MISS LEOLA CROWDER, Barclaysville 
15. Music... By Miss BENSON 
16. Asleep at the Switch (Dec.) E. F. MCNEILL, Averysboro 
17. The Scho<5lmaster Abroad (Dialogue) SEVEN CHARACTERS 
18. Lost Power (Dec.) H. S. BYRD, Buna's Level 
19. Clara Polka (Duet) JOHNNIE PEARSON AND HARVEY HOLLI M.VN 
20. Final Destiny of Our Nation (Dec.)..... W. M. MCNEILL, Averysboro 
21. Land Poor (Rec.) MiSS ELLA PARKER, Averysboro 
22. Perseverance Polka (Duet) MiSSES NOUA BENSON and BETTIE BYRD 
23. Blessings of Liberty (Dec.). ..•»»«..« U. H. PARKER, Bunn's Level 
24. The Sneezmg Man (Dec.) J. R. PATTERSON, Broadway 
25. Rip Van Winkle Awake at Last (Dec.)..... E. B. JOHNSON, Averysboro 
26. Our Carolina Home (Song) BY THE SCHOOL 
27. "Wock of Ages" (Rcc.) MISS IDASPENCE, Barclaysville 
28. Election Stump Speech (Dec.) W. A. BURNS, Lockville 
29. The Children's Song BY THE CHILDREN 
30. The Polish Boy (Rec.) MlSS MINNIE BARNES, Averysboro 
31. Betsy and 1 Are Out W. E ENNIS, Barclaysville i 
32. Agawam Quickstep MISS LENA JOHNSON, Barclaysville ; 
33. Betsy De-stroys the Papers MlSS EMMA BYRD, Averysboro i 
34. Our Country - Past and Present (Dec:)... J. M. BYRD, Buie's Creek 
35. Celebrated Chop Waltz MlSS CORNELIA PEARSON, Buie's Creek 
36. A Queer Fit (Dialogue) .......a FOUR CHARACTERS 
37. Allow for the Crawl (Concert Rec.),.;..... TEN GIRLS 
38. Always Bright Walu .....i. MlSS BETTIE BYRD, Averi'sboro 
39. Hezekiah Stubbins' Oration (Dec.)........; C. H. BLGGS, Barclaysville 
40. Music i. BY MISS BENSON , 
41. Darius Green and his Flying M^ichine (Dec.).,...... S. G. MARKS, Lockville • 
42. Music BY MISS BENSON 
43. Pyramus and Thisbe (Rec.) Miss BETTIE BYRD, Averysboro 
44- My Choice for a Wife (Round). Six YOUNG MEN 
45. Price of a Life (Rec.) Miss CORNELLS PEARSON, Buie's Creek 
46. No Father, No Mother, No Home (Song) MLSS BENSON AND OTHERS 
47. Frog Hollow Lyceum (Dialogue) TWELVE CHARACTERS 
48. Fairy Wedding Waltz (Trit)) MlSSES JOHNSON, BYRDand SL^NCE 
49. Every Man a Historian (Dec.) W. R. JOHNSON, Buie's Creek 
51. Valedictory. E. B.JOHNSON, Averysboro 
52. We Shall Meet Beyond the River (Song)... BY THE SCHOOL 
53. Calisthenics (at noon) BY EIGHT YOUNG LAOIES 
54. Literary Address, 
JOSEPHUS DANIELS, Esq., Editor "State Chronicle," 
RALEIGH, N. C. 
v^Next Session will open August Jst, 1887. 
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CAMPBELL UNIVERSITY 
THE NORMAN ADRIAN WIGGINS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
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Chief Marshall 
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Presiding 
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Introduction of the Speaker 
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Graduation Remarks 
Ms. Laura Watts Whitley 
S.B.A. President 1995-96 
Awarding of Diplomas 
Dean Patrick K. Hetrick 
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Closing Remarks 
Dean Patrick K. Hetrick 
Benediction 
Professor Alan Button 
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